Garbage Processor Crusher Food Waste Disposer
Kitchen cleaning master
Easy and easy
The kitchen waste is not sticky with one hand, no need to pour the garbage, bid farewell to the smell of mosquitoes, enjoy
clean, elegant life

Suggest:
1. Avoid direct introduction of hot oil to protect the sewer
2. Regularly inject into neutral washing and soaking, and operate more freely
3. Long qianwei food is chopped as much as possible, and the grinding is more effective.

parameter
Model

SS-8375DG

Application

Home Use

Input Power

375W

Horsepower

1/2 HP

Voltage

110V/220V

Current

2.25A

Frequency

50/60Hz

Rated Rotary Speed

2800/3200RPM

Motor

Permanent Magnetic DC motor

Grinding Capacity

1000ML

Grinding System material

Stainless steel

Safety protection

Overcurrent & overload protection

optional sink connector

140mm,160mm,180mm

Sound-proof system

Double hollow structure

ON/OFF

Air Swith

Number of users

5-7 People

Warranty

2 years

standard life

8-10 years

Weight

4.4KG

Size

385mm(H) x 218mm(W)

advantage:
1). Grinding disc adopts high-manganese steel, special material for rail without blade and without hurting hand, fine grinding,
corrosion resistance and oxidation resistance;
2). Four-stage grinding, the food waste can be ground to 1-2mm, and then flowed through the water to the sewer.

3). AC permanent magnet motor contains intelligent control chip, which can automatically adjust the grinding efficiency
according to the softness and hardness of food waste and prolong the life of the machine;
4). Equipped with shell sealing and mute technology, cavity sealing and mute technology, double -layer sealed sound
insulation technology, so that the sound of the device is controlled at 8 -12 decibels, reducing machine running noise,
cushioning shock absorption, enhancing the stability of the fuselage, not hurting mesa.
5). Remote control switch, air switch, magic switch
6). Centrifugal force treatment technology, the garbage is more thorough, and the grinding chamber is cleaner.
7). Multi-functional sputum plug design (ie, water-blocking and smashing)
8). Three-point buckle design, stable and shockproof, easy to install
9). Manually reset the overload protection system to prevent abnormal voltage, current, overload and overheating.
10). British imported models, qualification certification
11). The shell is made of healthy ABS resin, and the cavity is made of PA material. It has fast heat dissipation and strong g as
permeability, which is not easy to damage the motor.
12). Dishwasher interface and sewage outlet are two-pronged and convenient
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